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	Identification of Pathogenic Fungi, 9781444330700 (1444330705), John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Since the first edition of Identification of Pathogenic Fungi, there has been incredible progress in the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of fungal diseases: new methods of diagnosis have been introduced, and new antifungal agents have been licensed for use. However, these developments have been offset by the emergence of resistance to several classes of drugs, and an increase in infections caused by fungi with innate resistance to one or more classes.


	Identification of Pathogenic Fungi, Second Edition, assists in the identification of over 100 of the most significant organisms of medical importance. Each chapter is arranged so that the descriptions for similar organisms may be found on adjacent pages. Differential diagnosis details are given for each organism on the basis of both colonial appearance and microscopic characteristics for the organisms described.


	In this fully updated second edition, a new chapter on the identification of fungi in histopathological sections and smears has been added, while colour illustrations of cultures and microscopic structures have been included, and high quality, four colour digital images are incorporated throughout.
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Object Oriented Programming in VB.NetAddison Wesley, 2004
This book takes an object-oriented approach to introduce Visual Basic .NET.  The author begins by covering object-oriented analysis, design, and modeling using UML.  He then moves into a detailed discussion of objects and clasess, after which, readers begin develoing their own short programs.  Advanced topics such as data structures, components,...

		

JSP: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
It has been more than 10 years since the introduction of the Mosaic Web browser from NCSA when the Web first achieved widespread notice. Early Web pages were generally simple, as people slowly learned the new Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) concepts. As the Internet-browser wars heated up, more people entered the fray, and different technologies,...

		

Securing and Controlling Cisco RoutersAuerbach Publications, 2002
Securing and Controlling Cisco Routers demonstrates proven techniques for strengthening network security. The book begins with an introduction to Cisco technology and the TCP/IP protocol suite, and the subsequent chapters cover subjects such as routing, routing protocols, IP addressing, and Cisco Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting...





	

Managing Online Forums: Everything You Need to Know to Create and Run Successful Community Discussion BoardsAMACOM, 2008
Every day, millions of users log on to their favorite online forums and interact with others to get advice and discuss everything from the latest news and trends to their hobbies to their professions to whatever else strikes their fancy. Administrators have to lead these communities, deal with difficult users, and choose moderators. Legal...

		

Sun Certified Security Administrator for Solaris 9 & 10 Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study

	Complete coverage of all official exam objectives  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you’re ready for the  exams when all objectives on the list are checked off  
	Real-world exercises--Step-by-step instruction...



		

Fast, Efficient and Predictable Memory Accesses: Optimization Algorithms for Memory Architecture Aware CompilationSpringer, 2006
The influence of embedded systems is constantly growing. Increasingly powerful and versatile devices are being developed and put on the market at a fast pace. The number of features is increasing, and so are the constraints on the systems concerning size, performance, energy dissipation and timing predictability. Since most systems today use a...
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